INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Transcription is the first step in gene expression and requires the regulated assembly of numerous protein factors and DNA elements. Eukaryotic protein coding genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase II (Pol II), which requires a set of general transcription factors (GTFs), including TFIID, TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIIF, TFIIE and TFIIH to achieve promoter specific transcription ([@B1]). During transcription initiation, the GTFs function to properly recruit and position Pol II at the core promoters of genes; this protein assembly on promoter DNA is referred to as a preinitiation complex (PIC). Within cells, regulated PIC assembly and transcription also require the coordination of multiple other components such as activators, repressors, coregulators and chromatin remodeling complexes ([@B2],[@B3]).

Biochemical experiments in highly purified transcription systems have shown that not all GTFs are required to observe basal level transcriptional activity. For example, functional transcription complexes can be assembled with the TATA-binding protein (TBP) subunit of TFIID, TFIIB, TFIIF and Pol II ([@B4]--[@B7]). In this system lacking TFIIE and the TFIIH helicase, studies of transcriptional activity require that the DNA be underwound, either by negative supercoiling or by the presence of a heteroduplex that mimics a melted transcription bubble ([@B5],[@B6],[@B8],[@B9]). Minimal transcription systems have enabled studies to systematically determine the specific roles that each factor plays in PIC assembly and activity, as well as elucidate the mechanisms of specific steps early in transcription. Additional GTFs or other factors can then be added to minimal systems to directly assess the impact that they have on transcription.

Regulation of PIC assembly is essential for setting transcription levels, thus it is important to understand specific molecular mechanisms regarding how active PICs form ([@B10]). Extensive biochemical and cell based experiments have established two primary models describing how PICs form: the sequential assembly model and the Pol II holoenzyme model. The sequential assembly model suggests that PICs form via the ordered binding of specific GTFs to promoter DNA (as reviewed in ([@B1],[@B11],[@B12])). The holoenzyme model suggests that complexes of Pol II and GTFs assemble off of promoter DNA, and then bind DNA as complexes ([@B13]--[@B15]). The sequential assembly model was supported by early biochemical data demonstrating that transcriptional activity required that chromatographic fractions from HeLa cells, which contained different GTFs, be added to transcription reactions in a specific order ([@B16],[@B17]). DNase I footprinting analysis and electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) with recombinant and highly purified factors later established the order in which GTFs bind to promoter DNA to facilitate formation of transcription complexes ([@B6],[@B18],[@B19]). Specifically, these studies found that TFIID initially binds promoter DNA, nucleating the PIC. This is followed by binding of TFIIA and TFIIB, which stabilize the interactions between TFIID and DNA. This platform then assists in recruitment of the Pol II/TFIIF complex. Following Pol II/TFIIF binding, TFIIE and TFIIH then associate with the complex. Data supporting the Pol II holoenzyme pathway also suggest that TFIID binds to the promoter initially to facilitate recruitment of 'holoenzyme' complexes containing GTFs and Pol II ([@B13]--[@B15]). The compositions of Pol II holoenzyme complexes that have been purified from cells differ between studies ([@B20],[@B21]); however, they all contain many of the GTFs, Pol II and coregulatory factors.

While each assembly mechanism (i.e. ordered binding or holoenzyme binding) is supported by biochemical data, molecular details pertaining to the pathway of PIC formation in cells remain unclear. It is likely that both modes of assembly exist, are not mutually exclusive, and different pathways may serve as points of regulation for transcription at different promoters. Additionally, it is possible that assembly pathways other than these two classical models occur. Interestingly, PICs form with high efficiency *in vitro*, however only a small percentage (∼2--20%) of these complexes is transcriptionally active ([@B22]--[@B25]). Similar results were found using a live-cell imaging approach; only ∼1% of the interactions between Pol II and promoter DNA resulted in productive transcription ([@B26]). This indicates that formation of active complexes is likely a key regulatory point for transcription. It is possible that the pathway by which PICs form dictates their transcriptional activity.

To study the formation of active transcription complexes, we developed a single molecule platform using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. Our experimental setup allows visualization of assembled transcription complexes and their activity at individual DNA molecules, thereby overcoming limitations of studying transcription in ensemble systems in which only a relatively small fraction of assembled complexes are active. The single molecule assay exhibits levels of activity similar to, if not better than, ensemble transcription assays. Interestingly, levels of activity are the same when either promoter DNA or Pol II is immobilized on the surface of the microscope slide. Our single molecule data reveal that assembly of complexes containing Pol II and heteroduplex DNA does not depend on GTFs, but transcriptional activity is highly dependent upon GTFs. Additionally, stable subcomplexes of Pol II/GTFs can assemble and act as precursors to transcriptionally active PICs. The single molecule system provides a highly sensitive method to evaluate how activity changes when PICs are assembled via different pathways, thereby yielding new insight into how active transcription complexes form.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Oligonucleotides {#SEC2-1}
----------------

For the three piece heteroduplex DNA construct the sequence of the template strand was 5′CCTGAGGTTAGTGTGAGTAGTGATTAAAGATAGTGATGAGGACGAACGCGCCCCCACCCCCTTTTATAGCCCCCCTT (−40 to +37) and the sequences of the two nontemplate strand pieces were 5′AAGGGGGGCTATAAAAGGGGGTGGGGGCGCG[AAGCAGGAGTAG]{.ul}ACTATCTTTAATCACTA (−40 to +20) and 5′CTCACACTAACCTCAGG (+21 to +37). The underlined region (−9 to +3) indicates the mismatches that created a premelted heteroduplex region. For experiments in which the DNA was immobilized, the nontemplate strand (−40 to +20 oligo) was functionalized with a biotin molecule at the 5′ end and contained a linker sequence (5′TACGAGGAAT) that preceded the AdML promoter region (Integrated DNA Technologies). Colocalization experiments were performed with a template strand functionalized with Cy5 and Cy3 molecules on the 5′ and 3′ ends, respectively (Eurofins Scientific). For transcriptional activity assays, the short nontemplate strand oligonucleotide (+21 to +37) was functionalized with the Iowa Black RQ-Sp quencher on the 3′ end (Integrated DNA Technologies). The unlabeled template strand and the long nontemplate strand (−40 to +20) oligos were gel purified using 7 M urea/8 or 13% polyacrylamide gels. The oligos were cut out of the gels, crushed slices were nutated overnight in 10 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 0.1 mM EDTA at 4°C, and then ethanol precipitated. The doubly labeled template strand was not purified in order to preserve the integrity of the fluorophores. Three-piece DNA constructs were assembled as follows: oligos were heated to 95°C for 5 min, cooled to 60°C at a rate of 0.1°C/s, incubated at 60°C for 60 min, cooled to 45°C at a rate of 0.1°C/s, incubated at 45°C for 60 min, then cooled to 4°C at a rate of 0.1°C/s. The sequence of the template stand of the 18 bp TATA DNA construct was as follows: 5′ CGTCCCTTTTATAGCCTG. The nontemplate stand was the reverse complement. The 5′ ends of the template and nontemplate strands were functionalized with Alexa647 and Alexa555, respectively (Integrated DNA Technologies). The 18 bp TATA construct was annealed as described for the three-piece construct, but was incubated at 57°C for 60 min in place of the 60 and 45°C incubations.

Ensemble *in vitro* transcription reactions {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------------------

Recombinant human TBP, TFIIB and TFIIF were expressed in *E. coli* and purified as previously described ([@B22],[@B27],[@B28]). Human Pol II was purified from HeLa cells as previously described ([@B29]). Ensemble *in vitro* transcription reactions (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were performed in 10% glycerol, 10 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 0.05 mg/ml BSA, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.9) and 4 mM MgCl~2~. The three-piece DNA construct lacked modifications on the DNA. DNA and proteins were added to the reactions at approximate final concentrations of 2 nM DNA, 3.5 nM TBP, 10 nM TFIIB, 2 nM TFIIF and 2 nM Pol II. DNA was incubated with TBP, TFIIB, TFIIF, and Pol II for 20 min at room temperature (∼23°C) to allow PICs to form. Nucleotides (final concentration of 625 μM ATP (adenosine triphosphate), 625 μM UTP (uridine triphosphate), 25 μM \[α-^32^P\] CTP (cytidine triphosphate), 5 μCi per reaction) were then added to the reactions and transcription was allowed to proceed for 30 min at room temperature. Transcription was stopped and RNA products were ethanol precipitated as previously described ([@B22]). RNAs were resolved on a 20% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel and imaged using a PhosphorImager.

![Transcriptional activity can be monitored by the release of an oligo containing a quencher molecule. (**A**) Transcription from a 3-piece chimeric heteroduplex template. Reactions were performed in the absence of GTP, which halted Pol II after synthesis of a 35 nt RNA due to the presence of the first C in the template strand at +36. ^32^P-labeled RNA transcripts were resolved on a 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. (**B**) Schematic of the three-piece quenched construct used to visualize transcription. (**C**) PICs migrate slower than Pol II/DNA complexes in native gels. Migration of the fluorescent three-piece heteroduplex template was monitored with Pol II and the GTFs or with Pol II alone. Shown is a 4% native gel scanned for Cy3 fluorescence. (**D**) Release of the quencher oligo in the three piece DNA construct pictured in panel B is NTP dependent. Shown is a 4% native gel scanned for both Cy3 (left panel) and Cy5 (right panel) fluorescence. The positions at which free DNA and PICs migrate are indicated.](gkw321fig1){#F1}

Electrophoretic mobility shift transcriptional activity assays {#SEC2-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

EMSAs (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were performed using the three-piece quenched DNA construct pictured in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Reactions were assembled and performed as described for the ensemble transcription assays, except final NTP (ATP, CTP, UTP) concentrations were 625 μM each and 0.5 ng/μl poly-dGdC was added as a competitor DNA. After allowing transcription to occur, reactions were run on a 4% native polyacrylamide gel containing 0.5X TBE and 5% glycerol and imaged by scanning with both a 532 nm and 640 nm laser and reading fluorescence emission using 580 and 670 nm emission filters, respectively, on a Typhoon Imager 9400 (GE biosciences).

Single molecule surface functionalization {#SEC2-4}
-----------------------------------------

Glass coverslips and microscope slides were cleaned and hydroxylated by sonicating slides in 1% Alconox for 20 min, ethanol for 60 min and 1 M KOH for 20 min. Coverslips and slides were then silanated by incubating for 20 min in a solution of 2% N-(2-Aminoethyl)-3-Aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (United Chemical Technologies) in methanol, with a 1 min sonication after 10 min. Following silanation, slides were rinsed in methanol and baked at 110°C for 10 min. Slides and coverslips were PEGylated using a mixture of 0.38% w/v biotin-PEG-SC (MW 5000, Laysan Bio, Inc.) and 20% w/v mPEG-SVA (MW 5000, Laysan Bio, Inc.) in 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate. The PEG mixture was incubated on the glass for at least 3 h. Following PEGylation, slides and coverslips were rinsed with MilliQ water, dried with ultrapure nitrogen gas and flow chambers were assembled by adhering a coverslip to a microscope slide using double-sided tape ([@B30]).

Prior to all single molecule experiments, flow-chambers were washed thoroughly with reaction buffer (10% glycerol, 10 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 0.05 mg/ml BSA, 4 mM MgCl~2~). Streptavidin (Sigma) was resuspended to a final concentration of 1 mg/ml in resuspension buffer (10 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 10% glycerol, 50 mM KCl and 5 mM MgCl~2~) and stored at −20°C. Surfaces were coated with streptavidin by flowing in a solution of 0.2 mg/ml streptavidin and incubating for 5 min, followed by thorough washing to remove excess protein. For experiments in which DNA was immobilized on the surface, biotinylated DNA was flowed into the chamber at a concentration of 0.125--0.2 nM, then surfaces were washed thoroughly with reaction buffer.

Single molecule assays {#SEC2-5}
----------------------

Single molecule transcription assays were performed using the same conditions and protein concentrations as described for the electrophoretic mobility shift transcription activity assays. For experiments in which Pol II was immobilized on the surface, 10 nM biotinylated Protein A (Millipore) was flowed into the chamber in reaction buffer, incubated for 10 min and then the chamber was washed. The surface was then coated with a Pol II-specific antibody (8WG16) by flowing in a solution of 0.05 mg/ml 8WG16 in reaction buffer, incubating for 10 min and then washing out excess antibody. Pol II was added to the chamber at a final concentration of 2 nM in reaction buffer, incubated for 20 min and unbound Pol II was washed out of the chamber with reaction buffer. For both binding and transcription assays, DNA was flowed into the imaging chamber at a final concentration of 0.25 nM for assays in which Pol II was immobilized and 0.125--0.2 nM for assays in which DNA was directly immobilized on the surface via biotin.

Prior to any fluorescence imaging, imaging buffer containing an oxygen scavenging system was flowed into the chamber. Imaging buffer contained reaction buffer plus 0.04 mg/ml catalase, 1.02 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 0.83% w/v D-glucose and 3 mM trolox. Stock solutions of catalase and glucose oxidase (Sigma) were resuspended to final concentrations of 3.4 mg/ml and 44 mg/ml in storage buffer (50% glycerol, 100 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 50 mM KCl) and stored at −20°C. D-glucose (Sigma) was resuspended at 10% w/v in 10 mM Tris (pH7.9), 50 mM NaCl, and stored at −20°C. Trolox (Sigma) was dissolved in 18 MΩ water by adding 4M NaOH to a stock concentration of 100 mM.

Data collection and analysis {#SEC2-6}
----------------------------

All single molecule data were collected using an objective-based TIRF microscope (Nikon TE-2000U) equipped with a 1.49 NA immersion objective and both a 532 and a 640 nm continuous wave laser. Fluorescence emission from the 532 nm laser was acquired using an Evolve CCD and emission from the 640 nm laser was collected using a Cascade II CCD. Data were collected using NIS-Elements software using a 100 ms exposure time.

Fluorescence emission movies were analyzed for colocalization using an in-house mapping software program. This analysis involved first localizing all spots in both the green and red movies separately and then mapping the locations at which green and red signal overlapped, indicating a colocalized spot pair. For binding experiments, colocalized spot pairs were compared as a metric for the number of binding events. For transcriptional activity experiments, template usage was calculated from the percentage of total green spots that colocalized with a red spot (template usage = (colocalized spot pairs)/(total green spots) × 100). As a control, additional colocalization analyses were always performed with the Cy3 image rotated by 90° to ensure that colocalization was not due to random overlap of spots.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

A fluorescence based Pol II transcriptional activity assay {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------------

To develop a single molecule transcription assay, we optimized a DNA template consisting of a core promoter and early transcribed region that was transcribed by Pol II with reasonably high template usage. We arrived at a 77 bp chimeric DNA construct consisting of the adenovirus major late promoter (AdMLP) sequence from positions −40 to −1 and a modified early transcribed region of the interleukin-2 (IL-2) gene from positions +1 to +37. We did not use AdMLP sequence downstream of the start site because it is prone to transcript slippage, which decreases productive RNA synthesis ([@B31]--[@B33]); rather, we knew the IL-2 sequence to be transcribed efficiently through the early steps of transcription ([@B34]). Three additional point mutations in the transcribed sequence were made: a C to A at position +7 in the nontemplate strand which enhances the rate of promoter escape ([@B27]) and two C to G mutations at positions +36 and +37 in the nontemplate strand to cause transcription to halt in the absence of GTP. The DNA also contained a heteroduplex region with base mismatches from −9 to +3 that generated a bubble ([@B8]). This alleviated the requirement for TFIIE and the helicase activity of TFIIH, thereby allowing specific initiation to occur in a minimal system consisting only of highly purified TBP, TFIIB, TFIIF and Pol II. Ensemble *in vitro* transcription from this promoter DNA was highly TBP-dependent (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

To detect transcription from this promoter at the single molecule level, we designed the three-piece DNA construct illustrated in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The template strand was labeled with fluorophores on both the 3′ and the 5′ ends (Cy3 and Cy5, respectively). The nontemplate strand consisted of two pieces (−40 to +20 and +21 to +37), resulting in a nick in the backbone between bases +20 and +21. The nontemplate strand oligo from +21 to +37 contained a small-molecule quencher on the 3′ end, which quenched fluorescence from the Cy5 molecule on the 5′ end of the template strand. Due to the nick in the backbone, transcription caused the quencher oligo (nontemplate strand) to be released, thereby revealing fluorescent signal from the Cy5 dye on the template strand. Therefore, DNAs that were transcribed could be identified at the single molecule level by visualizing colocalization of the Cy3 and Cy5 dye molecules after addition of NTPs.

We first confirmed this approach was feasible using ensemble transcription reactions coupled to EMSAs. This allowed us to use the Cy3 fluorescent signal to monitor PIC formation via the DNA, and the appearance of Cy5 fluorescent signal to monitor transcriptional activity. Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows that addition of Pol II and GTFs to DNA resulted in formation of PICs and a complete shift of the Cy3 signal to a slower migrating band (compare lanes 1 and 2 to lanes 3 and 4). The DNA migrated at a distinctly different position in the absence of the general transcription factors (lanes 5 and 6), allowing us to distinguish PICs from Pol II alone bound to the heteroduplex DNA template. To observe both PIC formation and transcriptional activity, we performed transcription reactions using the 3-piece quenched template shown in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and subsequently scanned the gel for both Cy3 and Cy5 signal. Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows an EMSA that was scanned for Cy3 (left panel) and then Cy5 (right panel), and the images were aligned. Lanes 1 and 2 in the Cy5 channel show that the Cy5 fluorophore was efficiently quenched in the double stranded DNA. After addition of NTPs (G-less), Cy5 signal was observed (lane 3), showing that transcription leads to release of the quencher oligo. The Cy5 signal migrated at the same position as PICs in the Cy3 channel, indicating that Pol II remained on the template after transcription was complete, which is consistent with transcription halting at +35 in the absence of GTP.

Template usage is the same from PICs assembled under ensemble and single molecule conditions {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Performing this assay at the single molecule level required that we be able to specifically colocalize Cy3 and Cy5 on the surface of a coverslip in our TIRF system. To optimize this, we utilized a three-piece DNA construct that omitted the quencher at the 3′ end of the nontemplate strand and contained a biotin molecule at the 5′ end of the nontemplate strand. We immobilized this construct on a streptavidin-coated surface and imaged the DNA using TIRF microscopy. The Cy3 and the Cy5 molecules were excited using 532 and 640 nm lasers, respectively; emissions from the two dyes were recorded on separate CCD cameras. We analyzed each set of movies using in-house software to identify red and green spots separately and then mapped the locations where the signals from both channels aligned. We found that 71.1% of Cy3 molecules colocalized with a Cy5 molecule (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), and 65.5% of Cy5 molecules colocalized with a Cy3 molecule. Because both dyes were present on a single strand of DNA, these numbers suggest that ∼30--35% of the templates contained only one photoactive dye. As a control we performed the same analysis after rotating the Cy3 image 90°. This resulted in only a nominal number of colocalized spot pairs, demonstrating that colocalization does not result from random overlap of green and red spots. Lastly, to assess how well the quencher oligo worked at eliminating Cy5 fluorescence at the single molecule level, we immobilized the construct illustrated in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (via a biotin on the 5′ end of the nontemplate strand) and used TIRF to colocalize red and green spots. As shown in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, far fewer red spots were observed and only 2.2% of the Cy3 spots colocalized with a Cy5 spot, compared to 71.1% in the absence of the quencher; therefore background colocalization due to incomplete annealing of the quencher oligo was low.

###### Colocalization of green (Cy3) and red (Cy5) dyes in the presence and absence of a quencher molecule

                         Green spots   Red spots   Colocalized spot pairs   \% of green spots that have a colocalized red
  ---------------------- ------------- ----------- ------------------------ -----------------------------------------------
  DNA without quencher   4647          5041        3305                     71.1
  DNA with quencher      5440          436         118                      2.2

To measure transcriptional activity using single molecule TIRF, we first performed ensemble transcription using a biotinylated three-piece construct containing the quencher oligo, and then flowed the reaction onto a streptavidin-coated slide. We evaluated the amount of transcription that occurred by determining the template usage, defined as the percentage of immobilized DNA templates (i.e. Cy3 spots) that were transcribed (i.e. had a colocalized Cy5 spot after the addition of NTPs). We found that 12.2% of the DNAs in the ensemble reaction contained a Cy3 spot that colocalized with a Cy5 spot (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). We had determined that 2.2% of Cy3 spots colocalized with a Cy5 spot in the absence of NTPs (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Correcting for this, we conclude that under ensemble conditions, we observed a template usage value of 10.0%. The template usage values reported in the text were corrected for NTP-independent colocalization observed in each experiment. Our template usage value of 10.0% is on par or greater than previous reports of template usage from model core promoters ([@B22]--[@B24]). This template usage value does not account for the DNA templates that do not contain a photoactive red dye. Accounting for DNAs containing a 'dark' red dye, we calculate a template usage of 14.1%. Because we are primarily interested in comparing template usage values under different conditions, and not with the absolute template usage values, the numbers we report are not corrected for the percentage of inactive red dyes.

###### Template usage under ensemble conditions is comparable to template usage from complexes formed on surface-immobilized DNA

                                     Green spots   Red spots   Colocalized spot pairs   \% of green spots that have a colocalized red
  ---------------------------------- ------------- ----------- ------------------------ -----------------------------------------------
  Ensemble transcription             3932          1086        479                      12.2
  Transcription on surface (-NTPs)   5561          901         172                      3.1
  Transcription on surface (+NTPs)   5523          2713        682                      12.4

We then determined template usage when both PIC assembly and transcription occurred on the surface of the slide. We flowed TBP, TFIIB, TFIIF and Pol II into the chamber containing immobilized DNA and allowed PICs to form. We then imaged the DNA to confirm that the formation of complexes did not disrupt the quencher oligo; indeed, only 3.1% of Cy3 spots had a colocalized Cy5 spot (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), which is similar to the value obtained in the absence of proteins (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We then added NTPs to the slide, allowed transcription to proceed, and subsequently imaged the dyes. After addition of NTPs, 12.4% of Cy3 spots had a colocalized Cy5 spot, resulting in a template usage value of 9.3% (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). These data show that PIC assembly and transcription occurred on the surface of the slide as efficiently as under ensemble conditions.

Transcriptionally active PICs can assemble on immobilized Pol II {#SEC3-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Although we were able to effectively measure template usage, this approach did not allow us to determine whether DNA molecules that were not transcribed still formed complexes containing Pol II, or if these DNAs were simply not bound by the polymerase. To begin to investigate this, we immobilized Pol II on the surface and visualized fluorescent DNA bound to the surface in the presence of the GTFs. We did so by immobilizing biotinylated protein A on a streptavidin-coated surface and then adding an antibody (8WG16) that binds the C-terminal domain of Pol II (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We subsequently flowed in TBP, TFIIB, TFIIF and a three-piece DNA construct lacking the quencher molecule and lacking biotin, (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We determined the number of captured DNA molecules per imaged region by counting the number of colocalized spot pairs on the surface. As seen in the plot in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (left bar) on average, hundreds of DNA molecules were captured in each imaged region in the presence of all factors. Importantly, this was highly dependent on both the antibody and Pol II; leaving these components out resulted in almost no colocalized spot pairs.

![Pol II binding to heteroduplex DNA is not highly dependent upon GTFs. (**A**) Schematic of the surface used to immobilize Pol II on a glass coverslip. (**B**) The level of binding heteroduplex DNA by surface-immobilized Pol II did not significantly change with addition of TBP, TFIIB or TFIIF. Each GTF was individually omitted from reactions, and individually added to Pol II, as indicated. Binding events were measured as the number of colocalized (Cy3 and Cy5) spot pairs on the surface. The bars represent the average of five separate movies and errors bars represent one standard deviation. The average number of spot pairs in the absence of 8WG16 (1.2 ± 0.6) and Pol II (0.8 ± 0.7) are not visible on this scale.](gkw321fig2){#F2}

We used this assay to investigate how the presence of different GTFs impacts the number of DNA molecules bound to immobilized Pol II (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Our data show that the heteroduplex template bound to immobilized Pol II in the absence of GTFs nearly as efficiently as when all the GTFs were present (compare the Pol II alone bar to the All factors bar). We also individually omitted each GTF, and observed only small differences in the number of colocalized spot pairs. Moreover, the number of DNA/Pol II binding events did not vary greatly when each GTF was individually added to Pol II (right three bars). These data are consistent with previous studies showing that Pol II can bind heteroduplex templates in the absence of GTFs ([@B8],[@B9]).

Our single molecule binding data indicate that GTFs are not required to observe association of heteroduplex DNA with Pol II. This raised the question of whether the complexes that formed under each condition were transcriptionally active. To test this we performed experiments using immobilized Pol II and the three-piece DNA template containing a quencher molecule on the nontemplate strand, which enables us to monitor transcriptional activity (see the construct in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We flowed GTFs and DNA onto surface-immobilized Pol II and imaged the bound DNA before and after addition of NTPs. As shown in the left two bars in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, prior to NTP addition, 2.4% of green spots had a colocalized red spot (gray bar), and after NTP addition this number increased to 17.5% (black bar). This confirmed that immobilized Pol II retains transcriptional activity, and moreover, in the presence of all the GTFs, template usage on immobilized Pol II (15.1%) was found to be higher than from immobilized DNA (9.3%).

![Transcriptional activity at the single molecule level is dependent upon GTFs. Pol II was immobilized and the three-piece quenched construct was used. The percentage of Cy3 molecules that colocalized with Cy5 was determined before and after the addition of NTPs (gray versus black bars). Each GTF was individually omitted from reactions, and individually added to Pol II, as indicated. The bars represent the average of five separate movies and errors bars represent one standard deviation.](gkw321fig3){#F3}

To understand whether GTFs were required for transcriptional activity at the single molecule level, we performed transcription assays with immobilized Pol II under conditions lacking one or more of the GTFs. The percentage of green spots that colocalized with a red spot was determined before and after addition of NTPs, as indicated by the gray and black bars, respectively (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Transcription by Pol II alone was not detected over the minus NTP background. Removal of either TBP or TFIIB also resulted in no transcriptional activity. Removal of TFIIF caused approximately a 2-fold decrease in template usage, indicating that TFIIF facilitates transcription under these conditions, but is not absolutely required. Adding individual GTFs to Pol II and DNA did not recover transcription (right three bars), although addition of TFIIF caused a small increase. This small increase could be due to TFIIF enhancing the ability of Pol II to initiate at the start site; however, it is also possible that TFIIF facilitates Pol II binding at the nontemplate strand nick, allowing transcription from this position to displace the quencher. The data in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, in conjunction with the binding data in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, suggest that Pol II/heteroduplex DNA interactions form in a manner that is independent of GTFs; however, the activity of the complexes that form is highly dependent on TBP and TFIIB, and partially dependent on TFIIF.

TFIIF can activate partially assembled complexes whereas TFIIB can only do so in the absence of TFIIF {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The single molecule system allows us to wash the slide surface between protein additions, providing a means to determine how different pathways of PIC formation influence transcriptional activity. We asked whether adding TFIIF or TFIIB to partially assembled complexes would result in full transcriptional activity. We first incubated TBP, TFIIB and DNA with surface-immobilized Pol II, and subsequently washed free protein and DNA from the chamber. We then flowed in TFIIF and allowed it to incubate on the slide. Finally, we washed out unbound TFIIF, and imaged the slide before and after the addition of NTPs. We found that 13.5% of templates in the sample were transcribed (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left two bars). As a point of comparison, data from Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} in which all factors were incubated together or when TFIIF was omitted are re-plotted here (right four bars). These data indicate that Pol II can form stable complexes with TBP/TFIIB/DNA, and that TFIIF can efficiently incorporate into and activate these complexes.

![The order of assembly of PICs affects their activity. (**A**) TFIIF can incorporate into complexes last and yield transcriptionally active PICs. The bars labeled 'All factors' and '-TFIIF' were taken from Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, as a point of comparison. The bars represent the average of five separate movies and errors bars represent one standard deviation. (**B**) TFIIB is unable to incorporate into and activate complexes containing immobilized Pol II/TFIIF/TBP/DNA. Bars labeled 'All factors' and '-TFIIB' were taken from Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, as a point of comparison. The bars represent the average of five separate movies and errors bars represent one standard deviation. (**C**) TFIIB can activate Pol II/TBP/DNA complexes in the absence of TFIIF. Bars labeled '-TFIIF' and '-TFIIF, -TFIIB' were taken from Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The bars represent the average of five separate movies and errors bars represent one standard deviation.](gkw321fig4){#F4}

We next tested whether TFIIB was similarly capable of incorporating into pre-assembled partial complexes. We flowed TBP, TFIIF and DNA onto a Pol II-coated surface and allowed complexes to form. The chamber was then washed extensively prior to adding TFIIB. Unbound TFIIB was washed out of the chamber, and the surface was imaged before and after the addition of NTPs to initiate transcription. Only 2.6% of templates were transcriptionally active (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left two bars). This is similar to the level of activity observed in the absence of TFIIB (right two bars) and far less than the activity observed when all the factors assemble together (middle two bars). These data suggest that TFIIB is not able to build into and activate partial Pol II/TBP/TFIIF/DNA complexes, although it is also possible that stable partial complexes did not form prior to the addition of TFIIB. When considered together, the data in Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} suggest that binding of TFIIF prior to TFIIB could occlude key contacts between TFIIB and the rest of the complex that are required for the formation of active PICs. To further probe this, we omitted TFIIF and again asked whether TFIIB could activate partial complexes. We formed a Pol II/TBP/DNA complex on the surface, washed out excess protein and DNA, and then added TFIIB to the slide. We then washed out excess TFIIB, added NTPs and allowed transcription to proceed. We observed that in the absence of TFIIF, TFIIB could activate partial Pol II/TBP/DNA complexes (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, TFIIB can incorporate into and activate partially assembled complexes in the absence of TFIIF, but cannot do so after TFIIF has assembled into partial complexes.

Subcomplexes of Pol II and GTFs remain stably associated in the absence of a DNA template {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next tested whether different combinations of GTFs could stably associate with immobilized Pol II in the absence of DNA, then subsequently bind a promoter and remaining GTFs to generate active complexes. We began with Pol II and TFIIF, which we anticipated would stably assemble off of DNA ([@B35]). TFIIF was incubated with surface-immobilized Pol II, and the slide was thoroughly washed before addition of TBP, TFIIB and DNA. After addition of NTPs, analysis of colocalized dyes revealed that 11.6% of templates were transcribed (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left two bars), which is comparable to that observed when all factors and DNA were incubated together (15.1%, right two bars). We next asked if stable Pol II/TFIIF/TFIIB ternary complexes could assemble on the surface of the slide and subsequently bind TBP and DNA. Upon addition of NTPs, we found that 9.4% of templates were transcribed (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that both TFIIB and TFIIF remained stably bound to Pol II to allow active transcription complexes to form upon addition of TBP and DNA.

![Combinations of GTFs and Pol II form stable complexes in the absence of DNA. (**A**) The indicated complexes of Pol II and GTFs were pre-assembled on the surface. NTP-dependent transcriptional activity was evaluated after the remaining GTFs and promoter DNA were added. The bar labeled 'All factors' was taken from Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, as a point of comparison. The bars represent the average of five separate movies and errors bars represent one standard deviation. (**B**) Pol II, TFIIB, TFIIF and TBP are capable of forming a stable complex in the absence of DNA. The schematic shows the 18 bp Alexa555/Alexa647 labeled piece of TATA DNA used to probe the presence of TBP in complexes assembled on surface-immobilized Pol II. With the exception of bar 2 (-TBP) and bar 6, TBP and DNA were pre-incubated prior to addition to the slide. The bars represent the average of five separate movies and errors bars represent one standard deviation.](gkw321fig5){#F5}

To determine whether TBP could establish stable contacts with a Pol II/TFIIF complex in the absence of TFIIB and DNA, we prebound TFIIF to immobilized Pol II, washed the slide thoroughly and then added TBP. We then washed out excess TBP and flowed in TFIIB and DNA. We found that after the addition of NTPs, 7.9% of the templates were transcribed, similar to the level of activity observed with other preformed complexes. This indicates that TBP can form stable contacts with Pol II/TFIIF that allow active PICs to form upon addition of TFIIB and DNA.

Finally, we tested whether TBP could build into the stable Pol II/TFIIF/TFIIB complexes to form quaternary complexes capable of recruiting DNA and becoming transcriptionally active. We formed Pol II/TFIIF/TFIIB complexes as described above, washed the chamber and then added TBP. We then washed excess TBP out of the flow chamber and added DNA. Upon addition of NTPs, 4.4% of templates were transcribed (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Although there was a reduction in activity when reactions were assembled in this manner, transcriptional activity was still observed at approximately half the level of the other conditions in Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

The lower activity when DNA was added to quaternary protein complexes could be attributable to TBP not stably binding all the Pol II/TFIIB/TFIIF complexes, or the DNA construct not assembling into the quaternary complex in a transcriptionally active conformation. To determine whether TBP is able to stably associate with Pol II/TFIIB/TFIIF complexes, we performed a series of binding experiments in which we used an 18 bp fluorescent DNA construct containing a consensus TATA box to mark the presence of TBP in immobilized complexes. The 18 bp TATA construct was labeled on each 5′ end with Alexa555 or Alexa647; therefore, binding could be assessed via colocalization on the Pol II-immobilized surface. As seen in the first four bars of Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the TATA DNA associated with surface-immobilized Pol II in a manner that depended on all of the GTFs. Given that the TATA DNA is a tag for TBP rather than an assembly platform, the loss of colocalized spot pairs when TFIIB or TFIIF was omitted indicates that TBP requires TFIIB and TFIIF to stably associate with the immobilized Pol II. We also formed a Pol II/TFIIB/TFIIF ternary complex on the surface, washed the slide, and then added TBP and the TATA DNA. As seen in Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, this yielded a comparable number binding events to when all GTFs were added simultaneously.

Finally, we wanted to determine if TBP could remain stably bound to Pol II/TFIIB/TFIIF in the absence of TATA DNA. To do so, we incubated TBP with the preformed ternary complex on the surface, washed out excess TBP, and then added the TATA DNA to the sample. We found that the DNA was able to efficiently bind the surface, albeit at a slightly reduced level compared to assembly of the complex in the presence of the TATA DNA. These results indicate that the network of protein--protein interactions present in the Pol II/TFIIB/TFIIF/TBP quaternary complex is stable to washing and the conformation allows TATA DNA to build into the complex.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We developed a single molecule TIRF microscopy system to visualize transcriptional activity by human Pol II at individual template molecules, as well as monitor interactions between Pol II and promoter DNA. We found that interactions between Pol II and a heteroduplex DNA template were largely independent of the GTFs; however, transcriptional activity was strongly dependent on the presence of the GTFs. The single molecule system enabled us to ask whether pre-assembling different subsets of PIC components changed the fraction of DNA templates that were transcribed. We identified several stable subcomplexes that could assemble and subsequently recruit the remaining components to facilitate full transcriptional activity, and others that could not. Moreover, all the minimal system factors (Pol II, TFIIB, TFIIF and TBP) could stably assemble and subsequently bind an 18 bp piece of TATA DNA, suggesting that a promoter scaffold is not absolutely required for GTFs and Pol II to assemble. Together our data document a novel experimental system to investigate Pol II transcriptional activity at the single molecule level, which has provided insight into pathways by which active PICs can assemble.

The single molecule assay provided us the unique ability to monitor both the transcriptional activity of Pol II in the presence and absence of specific GTFs, as well as interactions between surface-immobilized Pol II and the heteroduplex DNA template. We found that transcriptional activity was highly dependent upon GTFs, and in particular TBP and TFIIB (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); however, Pol II/promoter binding did not strongly depend on the GTFs (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The disparity between the dependence on GTFs for assembly versus activity suggests that subcomplexes of Pol II, DNA and GTFs can form, but in conformations that do not necessarily support productive transcription. We observed no transcriptional activity from Pol II alone, which is somewhat surprising given that we and others have reported in ensemble experiments that Pol II alone can transcribe heteroduplex templates, albeit somewhat inefficiently ([@B9],[@B33]). It is possible that Pol II largely produced short abortive products from the heteroduplex DNA, and release of the quencher oligo in our system requires transcription to proceed past position +21. The addition of TFIIF to Pol II did allow some transcription to be observed. TFIIF has been shown to facilitate promoter escape ([@B36]), hence it is possible that TFIIF helped Pol II molecules transcribe far enough to allow release of the quencher oligo. We cannot distinguish between this model and TFIIF helping Pol II bind at the nontemplate strand nick, allowing transcription from this position to displace the quencher. Although TFIIF was the only GTF that itself facilitated transcriptional activity by Pol II, it was also the only GTF not required for transcription in the presence of the remaining factors (although it was stimulatory). Similar results have been reported on the IgH promoter ([@B5]); observing transcription in the absence of TFIIF on the chimeric AdMLP/IL-2 promoter used here could be facilitated by the heteroduplex ([@B8]).

We asked whether pre-assembling subsets of the PIC components altered the fraction of DNA templates that were ultimately transcribed. For example, the subcomplex containing Pol II/TBP/TFIIB/DNA assembled and recruited TFIIF to allow levels of transcription equal to that observed when all components were incubated together (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This result is consistent with models for ordered assembly in which TFIIF builds into complexes after TBP and TFIIB ([@B18],[@B37]). It is also consistent with structural models of PICs obtained via crosslinking and cryo EM, which indicate that TFIIF interacts with an extended surface of Pol II and regions of the DNA that are unoccupied by other proteins ([@B38]--[@B40]). We also found that some subcomplexes cannot assemble and support transcriptional activity upon addition of the remaining factors. The preformed Pol II/TBP/TFIIF/DNA complex failed to yield transcriptionally active complexes after the addition of TFIIB (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of TFIIF, however, the addition of TFIIB to the partial Pol II/TBP/DNA complex did yield transcriptionally active complexes. This suggests that TFIIF occludes, either directly or via an altered conformation, the subsequent assembly of TFIIB into complexes. Structural work shows that a flexible region of TFIIB, termed the B-reader loop, makes specific contacts with Pol II that assist with start site selection, properly position the polymerase and stabilize the nascent RNA during the addition of the first nucleotides ([@B41]--[@B43]). It is possible that allowing Pol II to establish contacts with TFIIF in the absence of TFIIB resulted in a sub-complex that precluded the necessary contacts between the B-reader and Pol II that are necessary for active transcription.

Interestingly, our data support a model in which the network of protein--protein contacts within a PIC is a significant stabilizing force within the complex. Specifically, we observed that stable ternary Pol II/TFIIF/TFIIB and Pol II/TFIIF/TBP complexes can form, subsequently bind promoter DNA and the missing GTF to support active transcription (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the protein--protein interaction interfaces in a PIC are either maintained in these subcomplexes, or exhibit plasticity depending on which factors are present. We also observed that a quaternary Pol II/TFIIF/TFIIB/TBP complex can form and subsequently bind DNA to support transcription, albeit at a reduced level. Moreover, this quaternary complex can also recruit a short TATA box DNA in a manner that depends on all the proteins (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Together these observations contrast with a model of PIC assembly in which the primary stabilizing factor is the promoter DNA acting as a scaffold upon which the PIC is built. These data also provide biochemical support for the model of a Pol II holoenzyme complex having the capacity to assemble off of promoter DNA. In unrelated studies, we found that several noncoding RNAs function as transcriptional repressors by binding Pol II and building into complexes at promoters ([@B44]--[@B46]). Interestingly, these complexes are inactive because Pol II has lost most of its contacts with promoter DNA, however, the complexes remain intact ([@B47]), further suggesting that Pol II/DNA contacts are not necessarily the primary force stabilizing complexes.

Together our single molecule data suggest that active PICs can form from pre-assembled subcomplexes containing Pol II; however, if fully active PICs are to form, there is a specificity to components of the subcomplexes and their order of assembly. Therefore, it is likely that both sequential binding and 'holoenzyme' modes of PIC assembly exist, and perhaps different pathways occur at different promoters and may serve as points of regulation. ChIP-chip studies in yeast probing the redistribution of Pol II and GTFs upon cell stress found that many promoters underwent partial PIC assembly, often lacking Pol II and TFIIH, and additional stress converted partial PICs into full PICs ([@B48]). The higher resolution ChIP-exo technique has mapped thousands of PICs in yeast, and generally found them compositionally homogeneous with orientations and positioning agreeing well with structural models ([@B49]). In addition, ChIP assays and RNA analyses in yeast have revealed that the dynamics with which TBP interacts with DNA can impact assembly of active complexes at promoters ([@B50],[@B51]).

The system we developed to observe Pol II transcription at the single molecule level enables us to address unique mechanistic questions about Pol II transcription that are difficult to test using ensemble approaches. These studies complement other single molecule approaches to study Pol II transcription complexes that take advantage of FRET-based nanopositioning to observe structural changes ([@B52]--[@B55]), optical trapping to observe the movement of Pol II at multiple stages of transcription ([@B56]--[@B61]) and TIRF to observe transcriptional activity by more complex PICs ([@B25]). Single-molecule studies of transcription provide a powerful means to explore transcriptional mechanisms and together with structural, biochemical and cell-based approaches, will unravel the details of how regulation of Pol II transcription occurs.
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